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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a method for capturing High Dynamic
Range (HDR) light fields with dense viewpoint sampling. Analogously to the traditional HDR acquisition process, several light
fields are captured at varying exposures with a plenoptic camera.
The RAW data is de-multiplexed to retrieve all light field viewpoints for each exposure and perform a soft detection of saturated
pixels. Considering a matrix which concatenates all the vectorized views, we formulate the problem of recovering saturated
areas as a Weighted Low Rank Approximation (WLRA) where
the weights are defined from the soft saturation detection. We
show that our algorithm successfully recovers the parallax in the
over-exposed areas while the Truncated Nuclear Norm (TNN)
minimization, traditionally used for single view HDR imaging,
does not generalize to light fields. Advantages of our weighted
approach as well as the simultaneous processing of all the viewpoints are also demonstrated in our experiments.
Index Terms— High Dynamic Range (HDR), Light Fields,
Low Rank Matrix Completion, Weighted Low Rank Approximation.
1. INTRODUCTION
The emerging technologies in light field capture and HDR imaging allow increased freedom for content creation and manipulation by producing a richer description of a scene than traditional
images. For instance, light fields make it possible to change
the focus after taking a picture and HDR images can be freely
re-exposed without unveiling either noise in dark areas or saturated pixels in the bright parts of the image. A light field is typically represented as an array of viewpoints. Many capture systems have been designed, including camera arrays, single cameras mounted on moving gantries and plenoptic cameras with a
micro-lens array placed in front of the sensor. Regarding HDR
images, their acquisition generally involves taking several pictures of the scene at different exposures. A large panel of methods have been developed for merging the captured images into an
HDR one, including patch-based methods [1–3], Low Rank Matrix Completion (LRMC) [4–7], and more recently deep learning [8]. A comprehensive review of the subject is provided in [9].
While both HDR and light field imaging have received a lot
of attention, only a few attempts have been made at combining
these technologies. Manakov et al. [10] have developed a camera add-on capable of transforming a standard camera into either
a HDR or a light field camera. In [11, 12], a focused plenoptic
camera with a micro-lens aperture pattern is designed to capture
an HDR image in a single shot. However, the authors of [10–12]
do not discuss the simultaneous HDR and light field capture.

Fig. 1. HDR Light Field acquisition pipeline.
Based on a camera array setup, the method in [13] is able to capture HDR light field videos by varying the exposure time both
sequentially (between successive frames) and spatially (over the
different cameras). Note that the sparse view sampling resulting
from the large baseline of camera array devices causes strong angular aliasing when generating refocused images from the light
field (i.e. sharp structures in the out of focus areas). This issue is
observed in the results of [13]. Similarly, related methods in multiview HDR capture [14] are not suitable for light field rendering
that require dense viewpoint sampling. Finally, Li et al. [15] capture multiple exposures with a plenoptic camera and merge them
into a HDR light field by applying directly the method of Debevec and Malik [16] to 4D light fields instead of 2D images.
This can be seen as treating each viewpoint independently. However, the method in [16] is known for requiring many different
exposures with overlapping well-exposed areas, which complicates the acquisition task. Furthermore, the large amount of data
to process increases the computational load, particularly for light
fields with densely sampled viewpoints.
In this paper, we propose a new HDR light field acquisition
method based on multiple plenoptic captures (typically two or

